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Summary 
A necessary and sufficient condition that the limit distribution of a 
log-normal random variable be normal as the mean becomes large is 
presented. A similar result for the non-central chi-square random variable 
is also included. A set of sufficient conditions, following some recent work 
of TROTTER's (11], is given for the limit normality, without assuming 
moments, for a class of distributions depending on a continuous parameter 
that tends to infinity. Application of these results to some transformations 
in the analysis of variance when the mean values are large is indicated. 
l. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to present conditions that characterize 
(as far as possible) the limit distributions of some random variables 
(r.v.'s) such as log-normal and non-central chi-square. The interest of 
this problem lies in (i) their applications to transformations in several 
places in statistics (cf. eg. (2], (10], (7]), and (ii) the difficulty of a direct 
application of the classical limit theorems of probability theory, since 
the latter are usually concerned with sequences ofr.v.'s while in the present 
case there is only one r.v. whose distribution depends on a continuous 
parameter with + oo in its range. This latter type also gives rise to non-
trivial problems as seen below. After presenting a solution to this problem 
some specific applications to statistics will be given. 
It is convenient to state two lemmas here and then the limit theorems 
in the next section. In what follows, the r.v.'s are denoted by capitals, 
and the values assumed by them by the corresponding small letters. 
Lemma 1. Suppose i, j, k and rare positive integers such that (r-1). 
(r-2)<2k.;;;r2-r. Then 
(1.1) .± ( -1)i+i (~) ((~)) ·~· ~ k 
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vanishes if, and only if, j > 2k, where, as usual the binomial coefficient 
(~)=0 for n<m and = 1 for n=m (>0). If j=2k, then (1.1) equals 
2k! 2-kjk !, and for j < 2k, it is always a positive number. 
By direct computations, the statements can be verified for small j, 
say < 10. The proof in the general case is omitted here (see [9] and 
also the remark at the end of Theorem 1). 
Lemma 2. Suppose FN(u1, ... , uk) is the distribution function (some 
also use the term cumulative distribution) of (X1 <N> ... , Xk<N>) and that 
FN~F, as N~=, at all continuity points of the latter. If g(x1, ... ,xk) 
is a Borel measurable function such that the set D(g), of the discontinuity 
points of g(x1, ... ,xn), satisfies Pr{D(g)}=O, under F, then the distribution 
function FNu of g(X1<N>, ... , Xk<N>) converges, as N ~ =, to that of Fu 
where Fu is the distribution function of g(X1, ... , Xk)· 
This result is essentially that of MANN and W ALD ( [6], Theorem 5) · 
2. Limit Distributions 
In this section the limit distributions of log-normal, non-central chi-
square and certain other r.v.'s will be considered. Special cases of Theorem 
1 below have been considered in the past in [10] and [12]. 
Theorem 1. Let X be a r.v. distributed in the log-normal form with 
fhx and ax2 as the mean and variance. Then (X-P,x)/ax is normally distributed, 
with zero mean and unit variance, as fhx ~ = if, and only if, axffhx ~ 0. 
Proof. Let f(x) denote the density function of X, g(v) be that of 
V =log X. Then 
(2.1) f(x) = (x2av2 2n)-l/2 exp { - 2;v2 (log x- P,v)2}, 
where /hv and av2 are the mean and variance of V. From the elementary 
integration, or from the knowledge of the moment-generating function 




Let Z=tX-p,x)/ax=(X-p,x)/p,x/3. If AJ is the jth central moment of Z, 
and #1 that of X, then 
Since the normal distribution is uniquely determined by its moments, 
to prove the theorem it suffices to show that .A1 tends to the jth moment 
of the unit normal distribution as fhx ~ CXJ if, and only if, ax/ fhx ~ 0. 
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First consider #i· Using (2.2) and (2.3) one gets, 
(2.4) 
where it is understood that (~)=0 if n<r, = l if n=r, for any non-
negative integers n and r, and zero otherwise. The summation in (2.4) 
can be written in the following equivalent form, after rearrangement of 
terms. · 
(2.5) I p,~ ( -I)I~{t. (D ( -l)i +~'Lt. (-I)' (D ((~) )P J. 
? (r-1) (r-2) <2k<,r2-r. 
The first term on the right side of (2.5) vanishes, and the second term 
can be simplified as follows. The internal summation in the second term 
of (2.5) vanishes for all j>2k, by Lemma l above. Denoting this internal 
term as 01,k, (2.5) can be written as, after using Lemma l again for the 
case j <. 2k and noting that ( -l)i 01,k> 0 in that case, 
m 
(2.6) J11= ( -l)i ftx/ L Oj,k(32k, 
k-1 
where Ozk,k= 1.3 ... (2k-l). (Cf. Lemma l.) 
Since t-tx --+ = and ax2 = flx2f32, it follows that (32 --+ 0 if, and only if, 
av --+ 0. In this case, using (2.6), one obtains for Af, 
(2.7) ~ Azk=ftzk/(t-txf3)2k = 02k,k+0((32), 
( A2k+l = fl2k+l/(t-txf3)2k+l = 0((3). 
Thus as ftx --+ =, and av --+ 0, it follows that the distribution of Z tends 
to the unit normal distribution since then the A.1 tends to the jth moment 
of the latter. Conversely, suppose that av -/-+ 0, i.e. f3 -/-+ 0, then as t-tx--+ =, 
A.1 --+ = or a finite limit according as (3 --+ = or 0 < (3 < =. In either of 
these cases the limit distribution of Z cannot be normal. Notice that 
in the second case above Af--+ a finite limit as t-tx--+ =, but it is different 
from the jth moment of the unit normal distribution. Since (3 =ax/ ftx, 
the theorem is proved. 
Remark. The condition (3--+ 0 is always satisfied if ax is bounded as 
ftx--+ =, but (3 can--+ 0 even though ax--+= and t-tx--+ =· Sometimes f3 
is called the coefficient of variation of X. It is remarked that a probabilistic 
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proof of Lemma 1 can be given using (2.5) and Corollary 2 of [10], or 
a result on p. 40 of [12]. 
Theorem 2. If 'non-central chi-square' is substituted for 'log-normal' 
in the statement of Theorem 1, then it remains valid. 
Proof. If X is a non-central chi-square r.v., there exists a normal 
r.v. Y with mean fly and variance ay2 such that X= Y2, and the following 
relations are easily verified. 
(2.8) 
where it may be assumed that, for large flx, flx2 > ax2f2. (flx, ax2 are the 
mean and variance of X.) Let Z =(X- flx)fax. If </>"''"(t) is the characteristic 
function of Z, then it is known, and can be checked without difficulty, that 
<~>~~-x(t) = E(eitZ) = e-iip,xfax E(eitX/"x) 
{ 2itay2} -1/2 [-itflx fly2 fly2 { 2itay2}-1] = 1- exp -----+-- 1--- . 
ax ax 2 ay2 2 ay2 ax 
Taking logs and expanding, one obtains after a slight cancellation, 
(2.9) t2 [2fly2 + 2a Y2] log </>"' (t) = - 7) 2 2 2 + O(ayf fly). 
'" ~ fly +ay 
But from relations (2.8) it is seen that the conditions (axfflx)-+ 0 as 
flx-+ oo, and (ayffly)-+ 0 as fly-+ oo are equivalent. Hence from (2.9) 
it follows that, log <f>flx(t) + t2/2 -+ 0, as flx (hence fly) -+ oo if, and only if, 
ayffly-+ 0. This completes the proof. 
Remark. A similar result was proved by the author in [8] in a less 
direct and with (unnecessarily) stronger hypothesis than here. 
At this point the reader who is interested to see the application first 
may turn directly to the next section. 
Whenever it is not difficult to calculate the characteristic function 
of a r.v., sufficient conditions for limit normality of its distribution have 
long been given by CURTISS in [3] as follows: 
Theorem 3. (Curtiss) Let </>n(t) be a characteristic function of a r.v. X, 
which depends on a parameter n(-+ oo), and whose mean and variance are 
fln and an2. If 'lj!n(t) =log </>n(t), and Fn is the distribution function of 
T =(X- fln)(an, then, in order that Fn converge to the unit normal distribution 
as n -+ oo, it is sufficient that either of the following equations holds uni-





(Here prime denotes differentiation with respect to t.) 
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There are several distributions, such as the log-normal, for which the 
calculation of characteristic functions is difficult. In such cases methods 
not based on the characteristic functions, and general enough, may be 
of interest. Motivated by this and by some recent work of TROTTER [11 ], 
a novel method, and an alternative set of sufficient conditions for limit 
normality, will be presented in the remainder of this section. 
Let S = (- oo, oo), and O(S) be the space of real, bounded, continuous 
functions f on S, with IIIII =sup lf(x)l as the norm under which O(S) 
xeS 
is a complete normed linear space. For every E C S and f E O(S), define 
the operator TxE (for every real y) by, 
(2.10) (TxEf) (y)= J f(x+y)d F(x) 
E 
where F(x) is the distribution function of any r.v. X. Since every f E O(S) 
is integrable with respect to any distribution function (d.f.), it is seen 
from (2.10) that, for every E C S, TxE is a bounded linear operator. (Note 
that I(TxEf)(y)l <llfll, or, 11Tx8 11 < l.) It is clear that, if X1, and X2 are 
any two r.v.'s with the same distributions then the corresponding operators 
are the same. Moreover, if Tx1Ef=Tx2Ef, for all f E O(S) and every E C S, 
then, from (2.10), it is seen that F1=F2 on noting that F1(-oo)= 
=F2( -oo)=O. Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
Fi and the Tz.s . 
• Recently, in [11], TROTTER has shown that the operator T~,+ ... +xn 
associated with the sum of independent r.v.'s X1, ... , Xn, is the product 
of the operators Tx1s, ... , Txns and that the latter commute. The following 
result is an improved version of a result of his, but it is a special case 
of a more general theorem of ALEXANDROFF ([1], p. 182). 
Lemma 3. Let F, F1, F2, ... be a sequence of d.f.'s on S. Then Fi _,.. F 
at all continuity points of the latter if, and only if, 
(2.11) lim Tx.Ef=TxEf, 
i-,)- 00 ~ 
for f E O(S), and every open E C S, which is a continuity interval of F. 
Remark. The "only if" part holds not only for the d.f.'s, but for 
any bounded additive set function. This general result is proved in [1 ]. 
Proof. The proof of the "if" part is the same as the proof of TROTTER 
[11], (see also [I]) and the "only if" is a consequence of the Helly-Bray 
theorem. 
The conditions for normal convergence, without assuming moments, 
are as follows: 
Theorem 4. Let X be a r.v. whose d.f. F" depends on a parameter f-l, 
where the range of f-l includes + oo. Denote the related operator by Tx"E' 
E C S. In order that F" converge to a Gaussian distribution as f-l _,.. oo, it 
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is sufficient that the following conditions hold. 
(i) lim Tx Ef=Ty E ... TykEf 
p 1 
p->- 00 
exists for f in a fundamental set of O(S) and E C S, 
(ii) 
where A={JxJ <s} for every s>O, and Tyis is an operator corresponding to 
a r.v. Yi, and k is some integer ( > 2). (Here k may depend on s.) 
Corollary. If, in the above, (ii) is replaced by 
(ii') 
and the remaining hypothesis holds, then the limit distribution need not be 
Gaussian, but will be an infinitely divisible distribution. (As usual, IITII 
stands for sup JTfJ, with IIIII < 1, f in O(S).) 
Proof of Theorem. Because of the one-to-one relation (noted 
before the statement of the theorem) between the operators Txl and the 
distributions F-t, one has the following: Set 
(2.12) 
By (i), lim TxpEf=TxEI exists for I in a fundamental set of O(S) and 
p->-00 
E C S. Since {Tx'"Sf} is bounded, it follows_from well-known results in 
Linear Analysis that lim Tx'"Ef=TxEf exists for all fin O(S), and that 
p->-00 
Txs is linear and defined everywhere on O(S). Moreover, if {,ui} is any 
sequence such that lim ,Ui=oo, then {Txwf} converges to TxEI for all 
i-+00 t 
such sequences and E C S. Also from the above mentioned one-to-one 
relation, Txs corresponds to a d.f. F which is a convolution of the d.f.'s 
Gi of Yi, i = 1, ... , k. Now choose and fix any such sequence {,ui}. Then 
it is a consequence of Lemma 3 that F is the limit distribution of F Pi 
or F w Consequently it remains to show that F is Gaussian if (ii) is satisfied. 
From (2.10) and (ii), one has for all I in O(S), 
(2.13) 
Hence, 
k lc 2 fdGi(Y)> 211Ty.AII>k-s, by (ii). 
i~lA i~l ' 
But this can be written as, 
k 
(2.14) 2(1- f dGi(Y)).;;;;s. 
f-1 lvl<• 
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Hence, by a result of DooB ([4], p. 135) it follows, from (2.12) and (2.14), 
that F, the limit d.f. of F'" (as fl--+ oo), is Gaussian. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary. This is immediate from (ii') and (2.13), and 
a theorem of DooB ([4], p. 132), i.e. F is infinitely divisible. 
It may be noted that F'" of Theorem 4, with the O(S) there, does not 
include the distributions of the log-normal type. However, a slight modi-
fication of the class O(S) enables this application as follows: Let O(S) 
be the space of all real continuous functions f on S which are uniformly 
integrable with respect to F w This O(S) can be made a complete normed 
linear space Ll(S, P) with respect to a probability measure P corresponding 
to F'" in the usual manner. Then it is not difficult to see that, with simple 
modifications, Lemma 3 and Theorem 4 can be restated in a form to 
hold on O(S). Taking f(x) as polynomials in O(S), and F'" as log-normal, 
the hypothesis of Theorem 4 can then be verified to get Theorem 1 for 
the sufficiency part. (A similar verification can be made in Theorems 2 
and 3.) It may also be noted that one can consider a closed and bounded 
set 81 C S such that (S -81) has small probability under all F w and 
then consider finite polynomials on O(S1) in accordance with Lucin's 
theorem, so that Theorem 4 can be applied, with O(S1) instead of O(S), 
to deduce the result in the log-normal case. Some further discussion is 
contained in [8]. A problem in the spirit of Theorems 3 and 4 was con-
sidered by Fisz in [5] for independent asymptotically normal random 
functions. Extension of Theorem 4 for more than one parameter is of 
interest, but it is still not available. 
3. Applications 
The problems considered in the preceding section have applications to 
transformations in statistics, particularly to the analysis of variance 
when the variates (i.e., r.v.'s) have large means. This was first noted by 
CuRTISS [2] who stressed the importance of asymptotic study of trans-
formations. Recently a similar study for log-normal distributions, when 
the variance is fixed and known, is made in [10]. For the square-root 
(and fractional power) transformation certain approximations were 
examined in [7] when the means are large but the coefficient of variation 
is small. In this section an application of only the logarithmic transforma-
tion will be considered in some detail since, by Theorem 2, exactly similar 
conclusions hold for square-root transformation. It may be noted that, 
for the latter transformation, Theorem 2 justifies the conclusions of 
MooRE's [7] empirical study 2). There is also a considerable discussion of 
the square-root case in [8]. The hypothesis there is unnecessarily stronger 
than that of Theorem 2. The importance of transformations in general is 
2) N. C. SEVERO has called for rigorous proof of this fact, in a National Bureau 
of Standards note N-59-6 dated 20 May 1959. First half of Theorem 2 above 
supplies it. (His argument there is defective). 
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discussed in [2], [7], [8], [10] where some other references to the literature 
may also be found. 
Let Xi be a positive r.v. whose (natural) logarithm (i.e. V =log Xi) 
is normally distributed with mean flv and variance av2. Let flx and ax2 
be the mean and variance of Xi itself. Suppose a sample of size n is taken 
from the X-population. It is required to test the following hypotheses. 
(For a discussion on the choice of the hypotheses, see [10]. Further 
remarks may be found in [8].) 
(3.1) 
It is only assumed that ax2 is the same under both hypotheses, but that 
ax2 is not known. If ax is known ( = 1), then this problem is solved by 
SEVERO and OLDS [10]. The general case will be discussed here. 
The solution of the testing problem stated in (3.1) is contained in 
Theorem 5. If a sample of size n is drawn from a log-normal distribu-
tion with mean and variance flx and ax2, then the (asymptotically) most 
powerful (unbiased) test of the hypothesis (3.1) is provided by the ordinary 
t-test of the data whenever, as {lox __,.. oo, the coefficient of variation ax/ {lox__,.. 0. 
Proof. Let Xn and Sx2 be the sample mean and variance. The formal 
critical region for the hypothesis (3.1) using the t-test, is to reject H 0 if 
t> t", where ta is the tabulated value of the "Student's" distribution, 
for 0<~X<1, and (b=ttlx-{lox) 
(3.2) 
From Theorem 1 and Lemma 2, if the coefficient of variation __,.. 0 as 
{lox__,.. oo, it follows that the distribution of Vn(Xn- ttox)fax converges to 
the normal with mean O(b) and variance one if Ho(HI) is true, while 
that of Sx2fax2 converges to a x2 distribution. Moreover, these two r.v.'s 
will be independent, and the latter is positive with probability one. 
Hence, another application of Lemma 2 shows that (3.2) is asymptotically 
distributed as the central (non-central) t if H 0(H1) is true, as was to be 
proved. 
The k-sample problem can be treated analogously. Thus the following 
statement is valid. 
Theorem 5. Suppose k-samples of sizes n1, ... , nk are drawn from 
the k log-normal populations with means ttx<il, i= 1, ... , k, and the same 
variance ax2. If Ho: ttx<il=flo, vs, H1: ttx<il =I= {lo, at least one i, i=1, ... , k, 
then the (asymptotically) unbiased test of the above hypothesis is provided 
by the usual analysis of variance test whenever, if tt=min(ttx<il, i=1, ... , k 
under both Ho, H1), axftt __,.. 0 as fJ __,.. oo. 
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